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Performance of MELD in CASP11
We focused our limited computational resources on 30 different predictions: 12 T0 targets, 10 Ts and 8 Tc. Three of the T0 sequences we attempted (T0842, T0844 and T0846) were not evaluated because no experimental structure was ultimately obtained, as happens occasionally in the CASP experiment. Additionally, the Ts826 structure has not been released yet, and hence we do not discuss it in this paper. Therefore, 26 of our predictions were evaluated. Results are accessible through the CASP website http://www.predictioncenter.org/casp11/index.cgi.
CASP's principal method of detailed comparative evaluation among predictors are Hubbard plots(31) , which are based on a quantity called GDT TS(32) . In brief, a Hubbard plot describes one target protein. Each line on the plot summarizes the results of one group's predictions. The best predictions are the lines that form the 'elbow' that passes most closely near the bottom right corner. CASP provides each prediction target with a Hubbard plot to compare performance of the different groups. Hubbard plots from CASP11 for our 26 predictions are shown in figs. S1, S2, and S3. The MELD predictions are indicated by the blue lines. Next to the plots, we show also the true native structure (red) and our first prediction (blue) for the target protein.
As with any prediction method in CASP, MELD had successes and failures. But, the following metrics give reason for optimism about the MELD method. First, four of the 26 MELD predictions were the best in all of CASP (as ranked by the CASP automatic server page, GDT TS): T0816, Ts785, Ts802, Ts810. Second, for 12 of the 26 targets predicted, the RMSD error relative to the native structures was less than 4 Å: T0769, T0773 and T0816, Tc761, Tc785, Tc818 and Tc824,Ts761-D2, Ts763, Ts800, Ts802 and Ts824. These proteins range in size from 67 residues (T0773) to 212 residues (Ts800). Third, Fig. 3 shows that MELD signals when it has converged, and predicts excellent structures for the 3 T0 targets for which it converged (see Fig.  2 ). Of the other T0 predictions we show that 3 might have improved under more computations and 3 were not within our grasp since they were not stable monomers. Figure S5 reports further comparisons using four CASP metrics: GDT(32), RMSD, FlexE(33) (a measure of energy error, rather than structural error) and MolProbity(34) (a measure of steric clashes and rotameric violations in the predicted structure, relative to proteins in the PDB).
The computational paths of MELD folding
MELD is a computational procedure that starts from an unfolded chain and seeks the native structure. MELD gives 'computational pathways,' but because of the nonzero constraints that are applied before MELD converges, they have no necessary relationship to physical folding paths. Nevertheless, those paths are informative about how the computations 'see' the energy landscape. We explored these paths using Markov state modeling. Figures S6 and S7 show the highest-flux pathways of two proteins. The procedure does not necessarily progress through the shortest path. Often, there is backtracking (35).
Interestingly, like physical processes in proteins, lowering the temperature (through the replica ladder) for T0816 leads to a 2-state transition from unfolded to its native structure; see fig However, for the other protein, T0769, the computational mechanism is clearly more complex; see fig. S7. In this case, the computation passes through about 5 misfolded states, some of which are quite stable (blue circles). The major misfolded state in T0769 (labeled 4 in fig. S8 ) corresponds to the mirror-image topology of the native state, roughly 10 Å away from native (see fig. S9 ).
Some specific targets: What we learned and the limitations of MELD.
A principal cause of our failures comes from choosing systems that do not fall within the guidelines of the proteins we can fold: that is globular, monomeric proteins. Table S1 shows a decomposition of the physical insights used and what penalties they incorporate to the monomeric native structure when they are active. As we have said, for MELD to work properly the penalties should be 0. In practice, we see that small violations are permitted (T0773, T0816 and T0769). The first issue we see with two of the targets we attempted is that they are not globular per se: T0759 and T0820 (see fig. S10 ). Both of them are non globular with huge exposed patches of hydrophobic residueswe do not expect MELD to be successful in these cases. Of the two structures, T0759 has been released to the PDB (pdb code 4q28), which shows how the monomer could be stabilized by crystal contacts in the asymmetric unit (see fig. S10 panels A and B). T0820 is a dimer in which both monomers contribute strands to form a β-sheet, something that the physics models cannot stabilize with just one subunit (see fig. S10C ).
The strand pairing insight was never a problem. However, when enforcing the hydrophobic insight we double counted, leading to penalties that could have been avoided. Hence, instead of 2.7 interactions per hydrophobic, a value of 1.3 would have been better. With that value for the heuristic all proteins satisfy the insight (except the already discussed T0820). The confinement term also follows similar trends, notice that to calculate this on the native structures we chopped off the Histidine tag that was present in some structureswhich is relevant to protein purification but not to the structure.
During CASP we enforced between 70 and 85% of the predicted secondary structure. This changed depend-ing on our criteria and looking at the reliability of psipred (36). Based on our results a more conservative value near 65% should be used in the future. Throughout CASP, we have also favored changing predicted extended or helical residues for random coil to break long secondary structure elements into smaller partsthis being done in the places with greater uncertainty according to Psipred(36) . The rationale here is that if the physics favors extended or helical, then they will show up in the modelbut if we enforce too much secondary structure via restraints, this will bias the physics and the resulting models.
Below are a few interesting targets as highlighted by CASP assessors that we simulated (15): T0785. This is a snake virus protein for which we did not submit a T0 prediction. The best prediction in the T0 category had a GDT score of 29.5 (Cα RMSD of 9.4 Å). We attempted the Tc and Ts versions of this target, obtaining a GDT of 84 in both cases. The Ts prediction is the best in all CASP, 4 points above the next model, while the Tc is fourth in all of CASP. This structure is a trimer, so our simulations of the monomer structure need not necessarily have been stable. This is a case were the presence of data guided us to a correct prediction.
T0824. The structure binds single stranded DNA. The protein's native state exhibits a large cavity that runs through the protein, where the DNA binds. Our attempts to simulate based on sequence alone failed, as the system was incomplete (see Fig. 2C and fig. S4 ). As in the previous case, the presence of data allowed us to recover the native state (see fig. S4 ). Our Ts model is ranked fourth in CASP with a GDT of 78 and our Tc model is also ranked fourth with a GDT of 73. In terms of RMSD our model was the top structure with a Cα RMSD of 1.8 Å. As a further test, simulations without restraints starting from native (after the structure was released) were unstable, diverging from the native state. Hence, data is vital to overcome the lack of the complete system during simulations.
T0816. We were the best predictors of this structure during CASP. The authors of this structure (37) noted that most of the error in our MELD prediction was in a 9-residue loop (15). Excluding that loop from the RMSD returned a Cα RMSD error is 1.08Å over the 59 remaining residues.
T0806. This is a 256 residue protein representing a new fold. We did not attempt this target in the T0 category as it was too large. Only the Baker group succeeded in predicting the 3D structure (GDT of 61) by using evolutionary information. When using Tc data we predict a structure with a GDT of 52 (ranked 6th overall). This was one of the largest proteins we have attempted -hence simulations were very slow. Together with the short timeline we were given, we were very impressed with the quality of the results. The coherent nature of the Tc dataset (sparse but true data) concentrated the sampling in relevant regions of conformational space. table S1. MELD energies of CASP structures. T0820. As we mentioned above, this is a non-globular protein (see fig. S10C ). Indeed it is a dimer in which two domains are closely interacting forming a β-sheet in which both monomers contribute strands. As expected on retrospect, MELD does not produce accurate models in this case.
The exponential nature (5, 38, 39) of the sampling problem remains a challenge. Despite the efficiency improvement of MELD over standard molecular dynamics, we find that for proteins longer than 100 residues additional simulation time would have been useful. For example, proteins T0822, T0838 and T0855 might have converged to native in longer simulation times, despite large errors in secondary structure predictions and hydrophobic contacts (see table S1). In the case of T0822 for example we find that the structure is largely made of β-sheets, which in our models establish mainly local interactions. However, the native state of T0822 presents clear nonlocal interactions between β-strands. Longer simulations might help produce this topology.
For the T0 targets, we find that once we sample native-like conformations these are sampled consistently at low replica indexes. The issue in this case is how to recover conformations that are the most native-like amongst the huge ensembles produced. Structural clustering, based on pairwise RMSD distances between structures, produces clusters which we rank according to their population (a proxy for free energies). We find that when the population of the first cluster is overwhelming with respect to the next clusters, we often predict accurately the native state, as represented by the centroid of the cluster-however, there are structures inside the cluster that are closer to native.
One case is target T0773, for which the first cluster represented 92% of the ensemble. In this case we decided to try an averaging approach to see if we could improve the quality of our selected structure (40, 41) . We minimized the centroid structure towards the average structure (either Cartesian average or network average) and saw improvements of up to 0.3 in our blind submissions. Continued effort in developing ways of selecting structures within an ensemble are needed. T  T0759 T0769 T0773 T0816 T0820 T0822 T0824 T0838 T0855  confinement  501  0  0  0 S4 . Native structure for target T0824. Top: The surface of the native structure exhibits a large cavity that narrows down and has an opening on the other side of the protein. Bottom: This protein was not predicted correctly by any group during CASP (T0824). When using data some groups including ours are able to predict the correct structure. Our results are described by a blue line, other groups are in grey. The black line denotes the 4Å cutoff for comparison purposes. fig. S5 . Comparison of the average performances of different groups over the targets we tackled. The first column reports results averaged over T0 target shorter than 100 amino acids, the second one reports average results for all T0 targets we predicted. The third and fourth column show average results over Ts and Tc target respectively. The rows show different metrics. The average of our group is reported in orange, the average for other groups are reported in gray. In all graphs the left most bar represents the best average prediction. Each bar corresponds to a different group. The green dots represent our individual results. The first two rows are representative of a static structural comparison between the submissions and the native structure. The last two rows are more physically oriented scoring.
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fig. S6. Simple two-state folding mechanism. Top: Macroscopically we see 2 different states when looking at the histograms. The 30 independent histograms represent each of the replicas, moving to the right and down the temperature increases and restraints become softer. Bottom: Clustering map of the structures simulated. We consider native (green) or misfolded (blue) states below replica 10; above that sampling of unfolded states (red). We identify the two most likely paths in our ensemble. In this case there is a much more funneled landscape that leads to the native conformation.
fig. S7. Complex folding mechanism. Top: Macroscopically we see 3 different states when looking at the histograms. The 30 independent histograms represent each of the replicas, moving to the right and down the temperature increases and restraints become softer. Bottom: Clustering map of the structures simulated. We consider native (green) or misfolded (blue) states below replica 10; above that sampling of unfolded states (red). We identify the two most likely paths in our ensemble. Some conformational rearrangements are fast despite large rearrangements (e.g. a whole helix docks against a different part of the protein). Notice that there is no straight path, going back and forth multiple times, a feature of MELD which allows backtracking through the replica exchange ladder.
fig. S8. Identification of multiple misfolded intermediates for T0769. fig. S9 . Prediction of a mirror topology. For target T0769 our two top predictions looked topologically similar -same arrangement of helices and beta strands which is reflected in the contact maps. However, these structures are not superposable, they are mirror images.
fig. S10. When the instructives are sufficiently wrong, MELD will not find the correct native structure. (A) Target T0759 (PDB ID 4q28) monomer. White: hydrophobic residues, green: polar residues, red: negative charge residues, blue: positive charge residues. (B) Asymmetric unit for target T0759. Red color identifies a monomeric unit. (C) Target T0820, no structure has been released to the PDB yet.
